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We’re Glad You’re On

Our Team
Your consistent generosity gives us confidence to
carry out our mission

In baseball, October is World Series time. The

participants change annually, but what makes them
great never wavers. Winning teams always play with
confidence because they know they can depend on each
other day in and day out. Successful health care networks
are no different.
Year after year, your thoughtful and selfless giving helps
Lehigh Valley Health Network (LVHN) carry out our
mission to heal, comfort and care for the people of our
community. But your consistent generosity does more
than that. It also helps us plan and invest for the future
with absolute confidence, knowing you – our teammates
– will be standing alongside us every step of the way.
As you’ll see inside this Generosity Annual Report, in
fiscal year 2015 your incredible support allowed us to
raise $14,233,792 million. Whether you represent a large
corporation, a foundation or support us personally, please
be assured every gift matters and is deeply appreciated.
As you flip through these pages, you’ll meet donors
like Charles Chrin, whose significant support of LVHN
reflects his desire to take action and fulfill the needs of his
community. Gregg Ciocca also cares about community,
especially children. That’s why the Ciocca family of car
dealerships supports LVHN’s Operation Safe Child and

Jefferson K. Aiken Jr., DMin
Chair
Development Committee

a host of other area programs and organizations that help
keep children safe, healthy and happy.
Giving back to the community is also a priority at
Reed Sign Company. In addition to helping LVHN
build its brand through interior and exterior signage, the
family-owned business annually supports a number of
LVHN special events.
Yasin Khan, MD, and Elizabeth Khan, MD, care a
great deal about their patients. They also care about other
families in their community. Their gift to support the
Fleming Memory Center underscores the couple’s belief
in physicians giving back through philanthropy. Sarah
and Stephen Rinker were inspired to give back by the
caring and compassion they experienced in the hours
that followed the loss of their newborn son. Now they’re
helping to create a private space on the Lehigh Valley
Hospital–Cedar Crest mother-baby unit so other families
can grieve or adjust to unexpected news.
These are just a few of the many donors who
supported LVHN over the past year. Together we make
up a championship team. But instead of trophies and
parades, our rewards are far more valuable: a healthier
community and a bright future for generations to come.
For that we thank you and applaud you.

Jefferson K. Aiken Jr., DMin
Chair, Development Committee

2015
Donor Impact Report
As a not-for-profit health care organization, Lehigh Valley Health Network

(LVHN) relies on a wide range of donors to help fulfill our mission to heal, comfort
and care for the people of our community. During Fiscal Year 2015, your support
totaled $14,233,792. Here’s a closer look at who provided that support and how your
generous gifts impacted our patients, LVHN colleagues and community.

Who Gives to LVHN?
GOVERNMENT

INDIVIDUALS

$1,458,069

$4,469,454

BUSINESS/
COMMUNITY
ORGANIZATIONS

$5,671,210
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FOUNDATIONS/
TRUSTS

$2,635,059

What Do You Support?

UNRESTRICTED

COMMUNITY HEALTH

$2,642,943

$1,368,521

Donors request these
gifts be applied to the
areas of greatest need
at LVHN.

These gifts support health
and wellness initiatives
like LVHN’s annual free flu
shot campaign.

EDUCATION

$2,258,032

CLINICAL
EXCELLENCE

These gifts support
continuing staff
education,
professional
conferences and
other initiatives.

$3,483,096
These gifts enhance
services in specified
clinical areas, such as
cancer, cardiology,
orthopedics and
burn care.

CHILDREN’S
HOSPITAL

$4,481,200
These gifts help provide
comprehensive, leadingedge pediatric care
close to home.

Thank You.
Visit LVHN.org/donors to
view our Fiscal Year 2015 list
of donors.
VISIT LVHN.ORG/donate
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Keeping
Children Safe
and Healthy
Gregg Ciocca makes it a priority

Gregg Ciocca was deeply committed

engineering involved in these products

to child safety long before he got

is really something to behold.”

involved in Lehigh Valley Health

a long history of giving back to the

– Keeping Kids Safe program.

community and now supports more than

“It’s really a concern throughout the

80 philanthropic efforts. Beneficiaries

automobile industry,” says Ciocca, who

include everything from youth basketball

owns 11 car dealerships throughout

teams and food pantries to programs

central and eastern Pennsylvania.

and services for cancer, diabetes and

“Vehicles are always designed with

Alzheimer’s disease. Two years ago,

maximum safety in mind. But when

his family inherited LVHN’s safe child

it comes to children, you want to be

initiative when he purchased the Robert

extra safe if possible. Just look at the

Becker Subaru dealership in Allentown.

advancements in the design of child
safety seats through the years. The
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The Ciocca dealership family has

Network’s (LVHN) Operation Safe Child

“It was known as Operation Safe
Ride at that time,” Ciocca says. “It was

Gregg Ciocca and son,
Gregg Jr.

primarily focused on child safety seats.
I was shocked to find out how many
families didn’t have the means to

Even with all his success, Ciocca
says he never forgot where he started.
“Our business grew from very

“We’ll always have a special place in
our hearts for kids,” he says. “Pediatric
cancer, the Jimmy Fund, Bikers Against

purchase the seats, especially if they

humble beginnings,” he says. “I

Child Abuse, Auto Dealers Caring for

had multiple children. It’s wonderful

bought my first car for $700 and

Kids, Special Olympics and Lehigh

to be able to support a program that

when I sold it, I gave the money to my

Valley Health Network’s Operation Safe

supplies these families with free seats

mom. Then we began selling vehicles

Child. It’s an honor and very satisfying

and education on how to use them.”

out of my mom’s garage. It’s just

to be able to support all these great

The program has now expanded

continued to grow from there. We’re

causes that help keep children safe,

to include safety in cribs, programs

fortunate that today, 40 years later, we

healthy and happy.”

in bicycle safety and support for

are in a position to give back to our

pediatric trauma patients. “It’s a

community.”

much broader initiative designed to

Ciocca admits it’s difficult for him to

keep children as safe and healthy as

say no to people who ask for his help –

possible,” Ciocca says.

especially when it comes to children.

VISIT LVHN.ORG/donate
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Sarah and Stephen Rinker
with Alanah
and Michael
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Samuel’s Room
Sarah Rinker turns grief into a comforting space for families

Sarah Rinker was 20 weeks
pregnant when she received the
devastating news. Her baby had a
severe congenital heart defect and
would not make it to term.
Shortly thereafter Rinker was induced
at Lehigh Valley Hospital (LVH)–Cedar
Crest with husband, Stephen, at her side,
and mother and brother-in-law nearby.
She labored for 26 hours. “Our medical
team provided phenomenal support,”
she says. “I’m so thankful we were able
to hold our son for two hours.”
During the emotional delivery,
Rinker’s mom wanted to give her
daughter and son-in-law privacy, but
she also wanted to stay close. Finding
an appropriate place to do that became
a challenge. “Mom couldn’t wait in the
hallway outside delivery,” Rinker says.
“The waiting room wasn’t right either,
since she’d be sitting beside families
expecting good news.”
With her heart aching for her
daughter and lost grandson – named
Samuel – she sat on the floor of the
bathroom attached to the delivery room.
It wasn’t until weeks later that Rinker
learned of her mom’s distressing
experience. That’s when she knew
she had to give families a better option.

Family Support Room
Not every birth ends in celebration.

LVH–Cedar Crest cares for many
women with high-risk pregnancies, but
the hospital did not have a private space
on the mother-baby unit for families to
grieve or adjust to unexpected news.
“I realized we needed a place for
families to go – to grieve, to process their
loss, to laugh, cry or pray,” says Rinker,
a registered nurse who works at LVH–
Cedar Crest.
She brought the idea to hospital
leadership. They immediately embraced
it. Now, the Family Support Room
(dedicated to the memory of Samuel
Rinker) is just steps away from the labor
and delivery area. It’s a serene place where
family members can retreat and find
comfort.
Rinker’s family and friends are
supporting the space through generous
gifts. Rinker also worked with the
hospital’s facilities team to select the
furnishings and artwork.
Doing something positive for other
families has helped Rinker and her
husband work through their grief,
a process that began just hours after
Samuel’s birth.
“Having that time with Samuel was
extremely therapeutic,” she says. “Now
this room is helping us create something
good out of our loss. We hope other
families will feel the compassion and
caring we did.”

VISIT LVHN.ORG/donate
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TAKING
ACTION
Charles Chrin fulfills community needs

Charles Chrin believes in a set of
standards. Work hard. Take care of
yourself. And act on a need. It has

served him well in business, and has served
our community well through Chrin’s
generous support of numerous Lehigh
Valley projects and organizations.
Chrin developed these standards
while growing up on his family’s 90-acre
Schnecksville farm. Even though there
was plenty of help – Chrin is one of 11
children and is a twin – there was always
something more to do. “My father always
chose me to do certain tasks,” he says,
“because he knew I loved to work.”

Charles Chrin
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But there was something else Chrin
loved – learning. During down time, you’d
find him sitting atop a hill enjoying the
warm summer breeze with a book in his
hands. His thirst for knowledge served
him well in school. “My teachers liked me
because I would stay after school,” says
Chrin, who would run home through the
fields after the buses had gone and the day’s
lessons were learned.
The fields he ran through may look the
same today, but much of the Lehigh Valley
has changed, including the land Chrin
later developed as an entrepreneur. It’s now
home to the Charles Chrin Companies,

which fulfill community needs through
services such as waste removal and disposal,
real estate management, land development
and alternative energy supply. In Palmer
Township, the Charles Chrin Community
Center is the site of numerous activities and
special events. The recently opened Charles
Chrin Interchange (pictured) provides
convenient access from Route 33 to the
Chrin Commerce Centre, which will
bring thousands of jobs and millions
of dollars in new construction to the
Easton-Nazareth area.
Recently, Chrin took action to fulfill
the need for quality health care in our

community. In recognition of his
generosity, Lehigh Valley Health Network
(LVHN) named the Charles Chrin Heart
and Vascular Center in his honor. Chrin
had heart bypass surgery at LVHN several
years ago. “I’ve had no trouble since then,”
says Chrin. “It’s an excellent hospital with
excellent physicians.”
Chrin, now 91, continues to work in
the family business alongside his sons and
grandsons, and remains guided by the
principles he holds dear. He still keeps busy.
He still takes care of himself. Perhaps more
than ever, he still thinks about the next big
thing his community will need to thrive.
And when he envisions it, he’ll take action
to make it happen.

VISIT LVHN.ORG/donate
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Supporting Families Living
With Dementia
It’s one of the many ways Yasin and Elizabeth Khan help their community

When Yasin Khan, MD, first arrived in the
Lehigh Valley in 1991 looking to a build a
pain management practice, a former Air

Products and Chemicals Inc. executive offered
to help him get it up and running.
“Ever since, Dick Fleming has been a person
who has been close to my heart,” Yasin says.
“His generosity has contributed greatly to the
successes we’ve been able to enjoy.”
Today, Yasin has six Comprehensive Pain
Centers in Pennsylvania and New Jersey as part
of his Lehigh Valley Pain Management Inc.
Fleming’s pain management endowment through
Lehigh Valley Health Network (LVHN) has
been a regular contributor to that initiative.
Now Yasin and his wife, family medicine
physician Elizabeth Khan, MD, are returning
the favor by pledging the first gift to the
Fleming Memory Center. Fleming’s late wife,
Peggy, had Alzheimer’s disease, and he vowed
to help other families struggling to cope with
dementia. The center offers coordinated
care and personalized support to people with
dementia and their principal caregivers.
“I’ve seen firsthand in my practice the
challenges these families face,” Elizabeth says.
“It’s heartbreaking, and I know many people are
not sure where to turn for help. This center not
only offers multidisciplinary care, but also serves
as a hub for accessing community resources.
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That’s why it’s very gratifying for us to be able
to help.”
The Khans practice at the LVHN–Tilghman
campus in South Whitehall Township, which
Yasin had previously operated as Westfield
Hospital until it was purchased by LVHN in
2013. The campus now includes a branch of
LVHN’s Center for Orthopedic Medicine as
well as an ambulatory surgery center and
ExpressCARE.
In addition to their bustling practices, the
Khans recently began an initiative called CARE
by TeleMD. It uses interactive technology to
connect patients who live in rural or remote areas
with family physicians. The technology saves
patients from making a long trip for what may
only be a minor problem.
When they’re not pouring their energy into
patient care, family comes first. The couple has
four daughters. The oldest is currently applying
to medical schools, the youngest a sophomore in
high school.
“We do stay busy,” Yasin says. “But we believe
we’re very lucky to be able to take the time to
give back as well. This is the greatest country in
the world, built to serve the people and give them
the opportunity to prosper. We believe giving
back to the community keeps the engine going
for the next generation.”

Yasin and
Elizabeth Khan

VISIT LVHN.ORG/donate
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Sign of a

Great Relationship

Reed Sign supports LVHN in many ways

In the early 1990s Ed Reed,

you can see at night from Routes 22 and

managing partner of Reed Sign

378 – that’s us too. Most recently we’ve

Company, received an urgent phone

upgraded the letters at the LVH–Cedar

call. The facilities department at Lehigh

Crest and LVH–17th Street entrances.”

Valley Health Network (LVHN) needed a

Reed’s grandfather, Edward Sr.,

small sign updated as soon as possible.

started Reed Sign in 1972 along with

Someone in the department had heard

his sons. The business has continued

about the Pennsburg sign company’s

through three family generations and

positive reputation in the sign industry.

developed into one of the most

Reed was glad to oblige and turned the

respected sign companies in the region.

project around in short order.
It turned out to be the beginning of a
beautiful friendship.
“That first job led to similar jobs over

“We’ve been keenly aware of our role
in helping LVHN build its brand through
the years,” Reed says. It started out with
signs at the hospitals and outpatient

the next six months or so,” Reed says.

practices. Today we’re part of the

“Then LVHN began giving us larger jobs.

branding process, bringing the LVHN

It just seemed to evolve over the years.

identity to all the physical locations that

I believe our commitment to customer

deliver LVHN care. We’re proud to be

service – doing everything we can to

associated with a nationally respected

meet a client’s needs – has led to great

health care organization.”

things with LVHN.”
That first sign was a small vinyl wall

Reed is also proud to be able to make
charitable contributions to LVHN and

attachment that offered directions to

other area organizations. Reed Sign has

the imaging department at Lehigh

been a regular supporter of Nite Lites,

Valley Hospital (LVH)–Cedar Crest.

the LVH–Muhlenberg Summer Festival

Today, nearly all LVHN signage is

and the annual Golf and Tennis Classic.

created by Reed Sign.
“We’ve tackled a wide variety of

“When you’ve been as blessed as
we have, you should be sure to give

projects for LVHN,” Reed says. “We

back to the community that’s been so

created those giant letters that spell

good to you,” Reed says. “LVHN offers

out ‘Lehigh Valley Hospital’ at the

high-quality health care to this region,

LVH–Muhlenberg entrance. And the

so whatever we can do for LVHN helps

illuminated Muhlenberg campus signs

everyone.”
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Ed Reed (second from right)
and the Reed Sign team

VISIT LVHN.ORG/donate
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LVHN’s Newest
Endowed Chair Holders
Their vision will enhance education and clinical research
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1

2

3

4

It’s an honor to be named an endowed chair holder at Lehigh Valley Health Network (LVHN). These chairs support
education and research in specific medical fields. They’re rare at teaching health networks, yet LVHN has 17 of them.
Generous donors make endowed chairs possible. The cost of funding a chair is $2 million. These gifts are invested and the
interest generated supports education and research opportunities. Chair holders determine how the funds can best support
each area.
Four LVHN physicians recently were named new chair holders. Meet them and learn what they hope to accomplish.

1

The Leonard Parker Pool Chair in Health
Systems Management
Established in 1998 through the generosity of The
Dorothy Rider Pool Health Care Trust
Chair holder: Brian A. Nester, DO, MBA, FACOEP,
president and chief executive officer, LVHN
His vision:
• Invest in “population health” tools to identify vulnerable
and at-risk patients who would benefit from early intervention services
• Pilot interventions that improve care access and delivery
across LVHN’s care continuum
• Study new financial models to provide the best health
care value to our community

2

3

4

The Forrest G. Moyer, MD,
Distinguished Chair in Pediatrics
Established in 1995 through the generosity of many
donors, including Edward and Inez Donley
Chair holder: J. Nathan Hagstrom, MD, chair,
department of pediatrics
His vision:
• Drive innovation to improve children’s health through
quality primary and specialty care
• Continue to add leading-edge treatments so children with
complex and rare diseases can receive care close to home
• Offer children early intervention services and other
health-promoting programs so their childhoods can be safe,
healthy, fun and enriching

The Indru T. Khubchandani, MD, Endowed
Chair in Colon and Rectal Surgery
Established in 2005 through the generosity of Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Farr, Mr. and Mrs. John E. Morgan, Dr.
and Mrs. Indru Khubchandani and his patients, friends
and colleagues
Chair holder: Linda Lapos, MD, chief, division of colon
and rectal surgery
Her vision:
• Ensure colon-rectal physicians are up to date on the
latest advances, such as robotic surgery and other
minimally invasive techniques
• Enhance the quality of care at LVHN’s colon-rectal surgery
clinic, which provides care for our community’s underserved
• Establish an annual lecture by prominent visiting professors in colon-rectal surgery

The Auxiliary of Lehigh Valley Hospital
Endowed Chair in Cancer
Newly established in 2015 through the generosity of
The Auxiliary of Lehigh Valley Hospital
Chair holder: Suresh Nair, MD, medical director, cancer
service line
His vision:
• Educate physicians and nurses to increase early-phase
cancer clinical trial options for patients
• Give patients access to groundbreaking immunotherapies
that boost the body’s natural cancer-fighting defenses
• Attract, train and retain the best oncologists, a specialty
in which a shortage of physicians is projected

VISIT LVHN.ORG/donate
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23rd Annual Golf and
Tennis Classic
Smiles All Around
Here are some scenes from
the event:

Ricky Durst, Ben May and Doug Straub,

or delightful, one forecast for Lehigh
Valley Health Network’s annual Golf

1. (L-r) Matt Sorrentino, Rich Somach,

Mattioli Foundation.

and Tennis Classic is always spot

Ollie Foucek and Peter Lehr, representing

6. Ferocious forehands, breathtaking

on: There will be smiles all around at

Premier sponsor Norris McLaughlin

backhands and devious drop shots were

the beautiful and historic Saucon Valley

and Marcus, P.A.

served up all day as tennis participants

Country Club. In addition to enjoying

2. Vince Tallarico, Greg Kile, Mark

enjoyed Saucon Valley’s world-class

a world-class golf and tennis venue,

Ungvarsky and John Fletcher,

clay courts.

participants know they are supporting

representing Masters sponsor

7. (L-r) Conrad Bigge, Tim Brader,

a worthwhile cause. This year’s classic

Valley Preferred.

Tom Schmidt and Stephen Schmidt,

raised $387,233 – the most ever – which

3. (L-r) Rob Brooks, Gunnar Fox,

representing Registration Table sponsor

will support patient care services at

Bob McGinty and Jim Brooks,

George T. Schmidt Inc.

Lehigh Valley Hospital–Muhlenberg.

representing Gold sponsor PPL

8. (L-r) Martin Till, Tiffany Till, Diane

Center/Lehigh Valley Phantoms.

Molewski and Carlos Hodges,

4. Debby Patrick and Dan Hogan,

representing Gold sponsor J.G.

representing Premier sponsor

Petrucci, Co. Inc.

Crothall Healthcare Inc.

9. Sign recognizing Saucon Valley

5. Nick Igdalsky, Roger Green,

Country Club as a certified Audubon

Brandon Igdalsky, Arthur Berry III,

Cooperative Sanctuary.

Whether the weather turns out dreary
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representing Premier sponsor The

2

1
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7
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The Leonard Pool Society Annual Meeting
The Leonard Pool Society (LPS) held

The funds will support

its annual meeting at Bennett Maserati
in Allentown. Over the past 18 years,
LPS members have contributed more
than $3.5 million to support Lehigh
Valley Health Network (LVHN).
This year members achieved a new
milestone, raising more than $300,000
for the first time.

• The Fleming Memory Center,
which offers patients and families
coordinated dementia care and
personalized support
• LVHN’s Street Medicine program,
designed to improve the health of men
and women who are homeless or in
unstable housing situations
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• A new critical care crib for LVHN’s
pediatric intensive care unit
• The renovation of a family lounge on
the pediatrics unit
• New iPads and related software for
the Children’s ER
• The Miles of Smiles mobile dental van
• The GlitterBug hand-washing
education program

LPS Advisory Board members (l-r): Shashin Shah, MD,
Gillian Pidcock, Libby Aiken, Ilene Wood, Lisa Fraenkel,

Learn More
Contact Heather Ennis,
director of annual giving,
at 484-884-8737.

Nainesh Patel, MD, Joann Brusko, Jo-Ann Kelly, David
Richardson, MD, Jamie Martino, Jill Stevens, Ray Singer,
MD, David Caccese, MD, Gary Clewell, Wenda Boyer,
Donna Kazahaya, Gale Schlecter and Judith Harris.

u

Joe and Debra Kay Bennett

Joe and Karen Tracy

FY15 LPS ADVISORY BOARD
Libby Aiken
Mary Baccala
Wenda Boyer
Karen Bretz, MD
Joann Brusko (Immediate Past President)
David Caccese, MD
Gary Clewell
Heather Ennis (Staff Liaison)
Lisa Fraenkel
Judith Harris, Esq.
Donna Kazahaya
Jo-Ann Kelly (Vice President)
Jaime Martino
Nicole Miles
Nainesh Patel, MD
Gillian Pidcock
David Richardson, MD (President)
Stuart Rogers
Gale Schlechter
Shashin Shah, MD
Raymond Singer, MD
Jennifer Stephens, DO
Jill Stevens
Paul Wirth
Ilene Wood
Jane Wrisley (Staff)

Ray Singer, MD, and Nainesh Patel, MD
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Girl
Power

As the girls neared the finish line, the crowd cheered their names and applauded their accomplishments. The third-, fourth-

and fifth-grade students from The Swain School had run 30 laps around the school parking lot. The pledges they received totaled $700,
a sum they would donate to Children’s Hospital at Lehigh Valley Hospital. The girls ran for two reasons. One, it prepared them for an
upcoming 5K with Girls on the Run, a program that teaches positive emotional, social, mental and physical development. The girls also
ran in honor of a fellow student who had passed away. Their donation – along with colorful handmade door hangers for patient rooms
– would support and brighten the mood of children receiving care where their friend did. “As we drove to the hospital (to present the
donation),” says third-grader Lena Nifong, “I thought about how happy and fortunate I am to help kids in the hospital.”

Making Children Smile
Greg Kelly was a people person. Even after he was diagnosed with

a rare cancer (desmo plastic round cell tumor or DSRCT) at age 19, he
still focused on other people’s needs. During his frequent hospitalizations, doctors often asked him to visit children newly diagnosed with
cancer to help lift their spirits. When Kelly passed away following a
three-year battle with DSRCT, his family established a golf tournament to honor his memory. Those funds now have been turned into an
endowment – “Greg’s Gifts of Cheer.” The endowment helps make the
pediatric unit at Children’s Hospital at Lehigh Valley Hospital a happier
place through arts and crafts supplies, computer and video games, and
entertainment like “circus days.” “Greg loved to do lots of simple,
unexpected things to cheer people up,” says his mom, Nadia (center,
with husband Jim and child-life specialist Vanessa Gramm-Mackey).
“Helping these kids smile and have fun sums up his attitude toward life.”
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A Truckload of Support
A group of high-school athletes tapped their competitive and
philanthropic spirit to help guests at the Hackerman-Patz House,
Lehigh Valley Health Network’s (LVHN) family lodging facility. Using newly
acquired leadership skills, members of the Eastern Pennsylvania Conference
Student Athlete Character Council (some pictured here) held a pantry drive at
more than a dozen high schools throughout the greater Lehigh Valley and
Pocono Mountain region. The group’s friendly “competition” resulted in more
than a truckload of food and other essentials including soup, baby food,
individual coffee pods, snacks, laundry detergent and other items for guests
whose loved ones are receiving treatment at LVHN. “Our houseguests often
arrive scared, far away from home and without money for food,” says Kelley
Gold, manager of guest services. “We are so grateful that these students are helping us provide nourishment and other necessities during this very stressful time.”

SAVE
THE
Date
PRESIDENT’S SOCIETY
RECEPTION
Dec. 15, 2015

Learning About
Value-Based Care
Hearing directly from experts helps Lehigh Valley Health Network
caregivers discover new medical advances and approaches to care.

One example is the annual Jeffrey Paul and Grace Kathryn Feather
Endowed Lectureship, established by Jeff Feather (left) and his wife,
Kathy, in 2009. This year’s presenter, Mary Naylor, RN, PhD (right),
is a nurse, educator and researcher who shared her interdisciplinary
approach to value-based health care. Naylor is a gerontology professor
at University of Pennsylvania School of Nursing, and director of the
school’s NewCourtland Center for Transitions and Health. The principal
investigator for a multitude of research studies, she is a nationally
recognized authority on providing appropriate, affordable, high-quality
care to seniors and the chronically ill.
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A PASSION FOR BETTER MEDICINE

MAKING A GIFT TO
LEHIGH VALLEY HEALTH NETWORK
HELPS CREATE A
HEALTHIER COMMUNITY.
LEARN MORE:

Contact the LVHN development
office at 484-884-8759.

“GIVE TODAY
to get better tomorrow.”
– A S H I S H PAT E L

